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SYPHILIS—A BALLAD

BY JOHN GAY

-Eng. 1685-1732 —

" I knew a yeoman, who for thirst of gain,
To the great city drove from Devon's plain,
His numerous lowing herd. His herds he sold,
And his deep leathern pocket, bagged with gold.
Drawn by a fraudful nymph,,he gazed, he sighed;
Unmindful of his home and distant bride.
She leads the willing victim to his doom
Through winding alleys, to her cobweb room;
Thence through the streets he reels from post to post.
The vagrant wretch the assembled watchmen spies,
He waves his hanger, and their poles defies.

Deep in the roundhouse pent all night he snores,
The next morning vain his fate deplores.
Ah! hapless swain! unused to pains and ills,
Canst thou forego roast beef for nauseous pills?
How V/Mt«thi>d;lti£ to heaven '.hy eyes and ftajtMs, •
When ihefleirg"scroll thy suigscirs fees 'demands5,?
Or else (Ye Gods avert that worst disgrace)
Thy ruined nose falls level wiih thy face;;
Then shall thy wife thy loathsome kiss disdain,
And wholesome neighbors from thy mug refrain."



To the General Public, and to
Parents In Particular:

Do you know that gonorrhea is said to be the most widespread disease
among the adult male members of the human family, and in the light of
increased knowledge is held to be doing more harm to the race than
syphilis'?

Do you know that medical observation indicates that 80 per cent, of
males, between the ages of 18 and 30 years, contract gonorrhea?

Do you know that a majority (some hospital authorities assert 70 per
cent., others 85 per cent.) of abdominal and pelvic surgical operations on
women are the result of gonorrhea! infection, in many cases ignorantly
transmitted by the husband1?

Do you know that a husband may infect his wife with either syphilis
or gonorrhea, long after he may think himself free from the disease?

Do you know thai gonorrhea] infection is responsible for 20 to 30
per cent, of blindness? (Formerly an asserted 80 per cent., until the dis-
covery of the Crede method of applying a solution of nitrate of silver to
the eyes of the new-born.)

Do you know that gonorrhea is the principal cause of race suicide?
(This from superinducing certain abnormal changes in the reproductive
tract of the male by which the process of fertilization is interrupted.)

Do you know that gonorrhea permanently maims one in a hundred—
kills one in two hundred?

Do you know that practically every prostitute is infected, if not to-
day, then tomorrow, and continuously as long asshe follows prostitution?

Do you realize the extent of this dangerous disease in high school,
college, university, private and preparatory school—in store, mill, shop,
office and boudoir? Per examples: A girl, in an Indiana school, recently
seduced and contaminated thirteen boys attending the school. But a
short time ago, the mayor of an Indiana city called a meeting of fathers,
to place before them the alarming extent of infection among the boys of
the community.

You are asked the foregoing questions in order that you may be
brought to realize the wide extent by which the homes of the American
people are being invaded by one of the most dangerous diseases known
to the human family. The social diseases, shielded by what has been
termed the "Anglo-Saxon sense of prudery," are doing enormous damage
to the race. The lack of correct information among the masses of the
people as to their extent and dangej constitutes onB of the most men-
acing problems of American civilization Has not the time come for par-



ents, and In fact for all thoughtful citizens, to abandon the false delicacy,
the prudery, which, by surrounding sex nature with absurd mystery, in-
vites the destruction of national health'?

Young men are taught in school the physiology of the brain, heart,
lungs, stomach, and other vital organs. Why should such instruction
cease when it comes to the most important function of the body—that of re-
production on which depends the perpetuation of the species'? The health
of the reproductive organs also has an important effect on the other organs
of the individual. Is it not social stupidity to insist on the education of
young men in arithmetic, geography, grammar, and in other branches
which tit them for business life, and at the same time deny them proper
knowledge of a function, the impairment of which constitutes a most de-
structive assault upon their physical and mental capacity and unfits them
for success.

If four-fifths of the young men of the United States contract gon-
orrhea, may not one of these young men be your son'? i t is asserted
that from 8 to 18 per cent, (there are no official statistics) of Ameri-
can young men contract the syphilitic infection. May not one of this
latter percentage be your son? Have you ever warned him as to the ma-
lignant and widespread character of the social diseases'? If you have not,
are you not in part responsible for the great misery that may come to
him? Why permit a son ignorantly to contract the poisons of diseases
which have injured or destroyed more lives than any other diseases? Is
the young man not entitled to social protection, to warning, to knowledge,
to moral exhortation'?

If the subject is too "delicate" for you to discuss in yoar home life, if
your "moral susceptibilities" will not permit you to establish such a con-
fidential relation with your son, why not dispose of the matter in a sen-
sible way and turn the problem over to the school educators? They stand
ready and willing to give such instruction as soon as YOU say the word.
Since a young man must learn of his sex nature SOME TIME, which is the
better for him—the wholesome and noble truths of science and mor-
ality, or misleading, degrading street or "curb-stone" information that
to-day often constitutes his sole knowledge? Which kind of information
is best designed to strengthen a young man in moral resolution, to help
him in a determination to remain pure in heart and body, to guard him
between the ages of 12 and 21, when the will is unstable, and during which
period many contaminations are incurred? It has been established that
a large number of contaminations among young men are the result of
sheer "curiosity." Without knowledge as to the seriousness and univer-
sality of prostitutional disease, thousands of young men fall into the
venereal trap practically without warning;, and thus become infected with
poisons which may cause them lifelong anguish. Ignorance is always a
curse and knowledge a blessing.

Bacteriologists tell us that no disease germ known to them can sur-
vive a few hours of sunlight. Tuberculosis shows a statistical decline
under the light of popular knowledge. Widespread information will cer-
tainly do much to minimize the virulency and extension of venereal in-
fection. Secrecy, with its 80 percent, of young men infected with gon-



orrhea and from 8 to 18 per cent. Infected with syphilis, hascertainly for-
feited any rights it may once have had as a sane social or public policy.

Earnest physicians and scientists who make a study of the difficult
problem stand almost as one in the opinion that when a broad system of
popular education in sexology or social hygiene is established, the first
step will have been taken in intelligent, public warfare against the
venereal scourges. Our best physicians are thoroughly alarmed over the
vast extentof venereal infection. The great cities, themselves rapidly be-
coming venerealized, are nerving as centers for the distribution of infection
to the population outside the cities that previously has remained com-
paratively free from contamination and from which the nation in the
past lias drawn its reserve strength. This is a development caused by
the passing of rural isolation with its condition of enforced sex probity.
The trolley, good roads and cheap transportation have made communica-
tion easy between the city and country. Public health is paying the
price. A wide national effort is now being made to arouse parents to the
seriousness of the .situation. Should you not do your part in preventing
the advance of the .social scourges?

There are some well meaning people who still cling to the old-fash-
ioned moralist view that venereal affliction is the just punishment of
tho.se who violate the Seventh Commandment, and therefore nothing
should be said or done. The weakness of this view is that the evil
worked is not con lined to the transgressor. The infection is often
brought home and transmitted to innocent wife and child. It will hard-
ly be contended that the Supreme Intelligence ever intended a human
being should, contract a loathsome disease and then infect the innocent.
The so-called moralist view will not .stand the light of twentieth century-
analysis. The truth made manifest shall make men free.

Prince A. Morrow, A. M.. M. I)., Emeritus Professor of Genito-Urinary
Diseases in the University and Bellevue Medical College and Surgeon
to the City Hospital, New York, president of the American Society of
Sanitary and Moral Prophylaxis,, has written much and ably in an effort
to get (he fearful venereal truths before the people. In a talk before
the Y. M. 0. A., Indianapolis, April 10, 1907, Dr. W. N. Wishard, Pro-
fessor of Genito-Urinary Surgery in the Indiana Medical College, quoting
Dr. Morrow, said in reference to the venereal diseases:

"We may well ask why certain infectious diseases are elevated to the dignity of a
danger to the public health and every effort made to prevent their spread, while another
class of diseases, compared with which the morbidity of the former is but a molehill to a
mountain, is completely ignored."

The venereal diseases are social assassins. They spare neither virtue
nor innocence. Why deny the existence of an assassin by professing to
ignore his presence'? Is that wise, brave, or in any sense good policy? I t
would seem to be very much like the policy of the silly ostrich which, hid-
ing its own eyes to danger, believes it is secure.



Report of Committee of Seven

In pursuance of a resolution adopted by the Medical Society of the
County of New York in 1901, a Committee of Seven was appointed for the
"Study of Measures for the Prophylaxis (prevention) of Venereal Dis-
eases." Dr. Morrow acted as chairman of the committee and Dr. L. Weiss
as secretary. A report of the committee was issued from the press of
the Medical News, New York City, December 21,1901. The report states
that circulars were sent to each of the 4,750 resident physicians and to
all hospitals, dispensaries, etc., in greater New York, making inquiry as
to the character and extent of venereal infection. The figures are:

Total new cases gonorrhea and syphilis for one year 243,000

Total old and new ones .....300,000

The foregoing figures do not include the destructive chancroidal in-
fection. The United States census figures give greater New York, for
1900, a population of 4,113,043. Tims it will he observed that about every
fifth person in New York, men, women and children included, is or has
been infected with venereal poison.

Notwithstanding the terrible import of these statistics, they appear
to hold little, if any. meaning to the New York Board of Health. In an
article contributed to the Journal American Medical Association, Chica-
go, 111., March 4, 1905. Dr. Morrow says he approached two successive ad-
ministrations of the health department of New York City and urged the
adoption of a method of sending out circulars of warning to the general
public somewhat after the manner of diffusing popular knowledge as to
tuberculosis. Dr. Morrow says his request was refused on the ground
that such circulars would "offend the moral susceptibilities of the com-
munity.5'

Thus it goes on year after year, from 250.000 to 300,000 persons resid-
ing in or near New York City initially infected annually with the pois-
ons of diseases fully as deadly in eventual race effects as any scourges known
to mankind. But nothing must be said. It might "offend the moral sus-
ceptibilit.es of the community." Think of the unborn generations that
must bear the stigmata, the physical ills and deterioration as the result
of such tender "moral susceptibilities." i t would seem these "moral sus-
ceptibilies" are not very tender when it comes to injuring the innocent.

The Committee of Seven in its report sadly says:

"The estimate of the fruits of prostitution in New York City takes no cognizance of
Its incidence among the strangers within our gates. Amont? the million or more of the
floating population of this city it is well known that many are worshippers at the shrine

of Venus and carry with them to their homes sad souvenirs of their sojourn in the

metropolis, in this rich harvest field oC Infection they often reap more than they sow."

Which paragraph means nothing more or less than a visitor to New
York becomes contaminated, carries the infection back to his home, per-
haps to wife or unborn, perhaps bringing a pine wife to the operating
table; injury done to sell and home; divorce—a marred business career.
Health, happiness and social dignity all dumped into the rot-pot of



venereal poison. Tn justice to the unfortunate, lie probably did not know
that practically all prostitutes are infected. No one ever told him that.

It is only fair to .state in behalf of New York, that it is not greatly
worse than other large cities.

Syphilis

The Century Dictionary defines syphilis as: "An infectious venereal
disease of chronic course communicated from person to person by actual
contact with discharges containing the virus or by heredity. The initial
lesion at the point of inoculation is the hard or true chancre; this after
a .short period is followed by skin affections of varied form, sore throat,
with mucous patches and swelling of lymphatic glands and later by dis-
eases of the bones, muscles, arteries and viscera." This disease is also
known as the "pox."

The germ of syphilis is the spirochetae pallida, or the pale, spiral-
shaped" germ. It was established in 1895 by Sehaudirm and Hoffman
of Germany and is now generally accepted by the medical world. Metch-
nikoff, successor to Pasteur in Paris, states that the syphilitic germ has
the effect of hastening old age. The spirochetae pallida is a very stub-
born germ and destroys the phagocytes or life-preserving, scavenger police-
cells of the blood, which are often unable to cope with such a stout
adversary and the victim quickly ages. A syphilitic child often has the
weazened face of an old man.

Medical view as to syphilis is being revised constantly. The disease
has been thought curable, but since the isolation of the organism, the
germ has been found in the brain and other parts of the body twenty
years after the infection has been contracted.

Physicians say this disease is exceedingly infectious in its first
stage and certain phases of the second stage.

L. Duncan Bulkley, A. M., M. D., New York City, in his book
"Syphilis in the Innocent," states that the disease can be acquired from
"kissing, biting, scratching, use of spoons, knives, forks, cups, glasses,
tobacco, pipes, cigars, cigarettes, troches, candy, underclothing, masks,
towels, sponges, toothbrushes, syringes, the implements used by glass-
blowers, assayers, weavers, musicians, cooks, furriers, upholsterers, shoe-
makers and servants."

This is the disease responsible for an aaserted 90 per cent, of locomo-
tor ataxia, a large per cent, of insanity (syphilis, acquired and heredi-
tary), for a great number of still-born children and for a heavy percentage
of perm at u re deaths of children, for apoplexy, paralysis and sudden death
long after the disease is supposed to have been eliminated. Insurance
actuaries hold that on an average syphilis shortens life one-third. Yet
because of ignorance of the terrible character of this disease, it is not un-
common to hear a young man laughingly boast to a companion as if it
were something to be proud of: "I've caught a dose of chancres." What
a mockery!
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This disease has been found not Infrequently in the public schools and
colleges. Yet no word as to its character or existence is permitted to be
said in some of the schools even to more mature pupils. How long must
such a debauchment of American manhood continue? What an enor-
mous bill of damages is laid to the door of prudery—"social cowardice,"
if you please!

Again, it is not permitted to say to a young man: "If after being
warned you go deliberately to the prostitute and contract this disease,
you should consider yourself a social menace until informed that you are
no longer an infectious agent. Moreover, young man, you have no moral,
physical, or social right to enter into the state of marriage until you have
been pronounced free from it, for if you are not free from it. you may in-
fect your wife, bring- dead or diseased children into the world, thus in-
flicting a wrong not only on the innocent, but on society."

Has not the time also come when a women shall have the tacit right
to say to a young man who may ask her hand in marriage: "You demand
chastity from me. In return, I ask that you certify that you have the
physical right to become my husband and the father of a family.

Gonorrhea

The Century Dictionary defines gonorrhea as follows: "In path-
ology a specific, infectious, muco-purulent inflammation of the male ure-
thra or the female vagina or urethra."

The belief that gonorrhea and syphilis were but different expressions
of a single disease held sway from the earliest knowledge of the diseases,
2000 years before Christ, until the year 1838, when they were finally dif-
ferentiated. In 1879, a physician named Niesser discovered the specific
organism of gonorrhea. The organism or germ is called "Niesser's gon-
ococcus. Gonorrhea is also known in vernacular as "clap," from the old
French word "clapior," meaning £'U> flow."

J. Bayard Clark, M. I)., surgeon to Bellevue Hospital, New York, in
an address before the Medical Society of the county of Westchester, at
Yonkers, November 21, 1905, address published in the New York Medical
Journal, March 3, 1906, said:

"It was not many years ago that gonorrhea was looked upon as a local inflammation
which ran in a majority of cases a mild course ending in complete cure. Today we rec-
ognize In gonorrhea a formidable infection, which has invaded every tissue of the
human body and from which no class of society is immune. Gonorrhea is said to bo the
most widespread and universal disease affecting the adult male population."

Following are some of the things that gonorrhea has done to many
males and may do to any male who becomes infected and neglects the
disease:

Cause&ptricture orjnarrowing of the urethra. The inflammation leaves
a scar. Ijpbsurine not being able to pass freely sets up an annoying irri-
tation in the urethra. A stricture often can be removed only by a long
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course of painful t real merit A surgical operation is sometimes neces-
sary.

Causes epididymltis or inflammation or swelling of one orbothof the
testes. Where there is double inflammation complete sterility may and
often does result. Exceedingly painful and dangerous. Victim often
suffers distinct loss of moral tone. Mental disturbances.

Causes inflammation of delicate ducts and versicles in deep urethra,
sometimes superinducing an abscess, very grave and painful, necessitating
dangerous operation. Sterility is again sometimes the result. Often
loss of moral tone and mental disturbance.

Causes gonorrhea! rheumatism, one of the most painful diseases in
medical knowledge. Here the germ enters the blood, finds a home in the
joints, which swell to enormous size, with extreme suffering. Ankylosis,
or stiffening of the affected joints, is not infrequent, leaving the sufferer
a permanent cripple.

Causes gonorrhea! ophthalmia. Gonorrheal pus transferred to the
eye may extinguish sight in a few hours. It is an exceedingly stubborn
and dangerous affliction.

Causes disease of the prostate gland. The prostate gland situated at
the neck of the bladder, is the''heart of the sexual system." Infection of
that organ may be the cause of the disease becoming chronic or incurable
with destructive effects on the generative function. Abscess sometimes
results, necessitating a serious surgical operation. Deep melancholy and
suicidal tendency sometimes develop.

Causes a tendency, it is thought, toward tuberculosis of prostate
gland and testes, resulting in dangerous and often fatal surgical opera*
lions.

In woman, causes inflammation of the ovaries, the Fallopian tubes and
the uterus, often necessitating radical surgery to save life of victim.
Barrenness and life-long invalidism are, of course, the results.

Yet this is the disease referred to by many misled men who say: "I
would just as leave have it. as a bad cold." Think of the vicious popular'
ignorance that permits of a statement like that! Think of the youth of
the country being brought up on such carrion talk! Well may it be said
in the words of Sir Oliver Surface, as be raises his hands to heaven;
"Mercy upon me! .1 shall never forgive him this! Never!"

it has been learned that the gonococeus may sometimes remain in a
quiescent or attenuated state in the urethra for a considerable period—
often for years: that the infected may suiter no immediate inconvenience;
in fact, he or she may consider themselves free from the infection, but when
this germ is transplanted to a virgin or fresh soil it may resume its malig-
nancy. The fact thai many unhappy wives have undergone severe or
fatal surgical operations, places a seal of truth upon this statement. A
majority of these wives were clean and virtuous women; they married men
"who had gone the pace;" these men brought to their wives the "germ
of debauchery," in most cases unwittingly, only to learn, too late, they
have ruined the woman of their choice.
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In justice to the human race it must be maintained there are but few
men, however immoral or debased, who would deliberately infect their
wives. It is ignorance, lamentable, fearful, widespead ignorance thai is
largely responsible for these disasters to pure womanhood—certainly not
willful intent. Does not every principle of human justice, of real moral-
ity, call for decent, public enlightenmentV

In the "Critic and Guide," Dr. Wm. W. Robinson, editor, New York
City, May, 190". is the story of "Rose and Edward.'5 There is nothing in
life quite so tragic as this type of story. There are thousands of similar
incidents. The story is told in popular vein and in brief is as follows:

"Rose was 22. bright, cheerful and joyous of the future. It was her happiest day,
for she had just married Ed, a i isinu' young lawyer, aged 28. Ed was a kind-hearted gen-
tleman- a real gentleman in the finest sense of the word. Just the man for Hose. They
were married In October. They expected to stay away three months on their honeymoon,
but they returned after about three weeks. Rose was not feeling- well. Hotel life had
not agreed with her. She looked haggard and fagged out. Rest did not seem to do her
any good. She begun to fail rapidly, and was suddenly seized with severe pain. The
physician announced that in order to save her life an immediate operation was necessary.
On January 5 at midnight the bride was removed to a private hospital. The operation
was a success, but you would not know Rose now. She aged ten yearn hi ten weeks. She
Is making no plans; she has no hopes; she is dreaming no dreams. Never ag^ain will she
be the happy Rose that she was before she became a wife. Never will her home be glad-
dened by the noise, romp and laughter of little children. A confidential talk was had by
the physician with Mr. Edward, Ed couldn't remember at first, but finally admitted un-
der persistent questioning. Ihat he had suffered from a little 'strain' about two years be-
fore. II was mild. It had not bothered him much. He had rone to a physician who'fix-
ed him up in a couple of weeks." Edward was requested to submit to an examination.
The examination showed the presence of the fatal ponoeoeeus. The despair of Mr. Ed-
ward that he was the unwitting cause of his wife's ruin can be better imagined than de-
scribed."

As to the terrible wrong done innocent children by the gonorrheal
infection, the following is quoted from a lecture delivered by Prof. J. O.
Stillson, Oculist and Surgeon to the Indianapolis City Hospital and the
Protestant Deaconess Hospital, Indianapolis, before nurses and internes,
May, 1898:

"Someone has said that the surgeon to be really worthy of the name must have the
eye of an eagle, the courage of a lion, the hand of a maiden and the heart of a dove.
Certainly one can say that if ever in the life of a physician there comes a time when all

t he sterling qualities of his character are called for and put to the severest possible test,
it is when he is brought face to face with one of those cases of gonorrheal eye disease of
the new born infant in a cultured and refined family. Here the oculist needs to be. yea,
has to he! brave, shrewd, tactful, skillful, gentle, firm, pliable, severe, dipl omatie. frank,
sincere and truthful all at the same timo; in faflt. absolutely dep >.n Hble, He is, to use a
common phrase, 'up ajrainst it. and no mistake.' Generally it is the fourth or fifth day,
sometimes the tenth or fourteenth day after birth. The family physician has done his
best, the poor nurse has borne the blame of 'having taken the baby to the light too soon.'
or she "neglected to properly clean it' or somebody 'put breast milk in its eyes,' etc. Van-
ity of vanities: all is vanity, sayelh the preacher! Behold that beautiful young mother
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as she lies there in al! her purity, Innocence and sweetness! The eloquence of her agon-
izing countenance melts your heart. Oh. yes, Mr. Oculist, you must now be&rin your de-
ception. 'It is a very mysterious case. There is no way in the world to account for it.' etc.
What is the use of poisoning her heart and wrecking her happiness and blasting" all her
life! This is no time to talk. The less said is the easiest mended. There also stands the
husband. Look at his knees; how they smite together. See the lines of his drawn coun-
tenance! How his lips aulvc-r! Or perhaps, poor fellow, he does not know what a fool he
made of himself that time when he 'wentdown the line.' Charity, charity, brother; have
charity in your heart for the Ignorance of common humanity.' Silence again becomes
golden. But the baby! The baby! Now hero Is where your heart does break in twain.
You almost look up at God and feel like asking Him, 'Why did you do this? Why did YOU
make it thus that this Innocent, helpless, defenceless being should pay the price, should
bear the blame of that father's ignorance and folly?' But what meets it—philosophy or
reflection at this point? What you are here for, Mr. Oculist, is to save this babe from the
Blind Asylum. It is up to you. And woe be unto you if you fail- should the child come
out blind. So here is where your truthfulness, bravery and skill comes in, and first it is
absolutely necessary to see and know whether the eyeball is perforated. If it is, that
settles it. You stop and simply say; 'I can not save this eye. It is gone.1 But if it is
not perforated, then, quick, quick with your lariat of the silver salts to head off the dead-
ly tarantula from sleeping innocence and all Ls well."

Set forth succinctly, Prof. Stillson's lecture means that gonorrheal
infection is responsible for the blindness of many children. He presents
the drama of the unsuspecting wife, the innocent babe, the nurse with
sealed lips, the guilty father, the unhappy family physician confronted
with a serious domestic crisis, and the oculist called in at the eleventh
hour, who must glibly He to save the situation all around. The infection
is often transmitted by husband to wife shortly before the birth of the
child. The infection finds its way into the eyes of the babe by contact
with the maternal passages during birth. Men know where they get the
infection. Before exposing themselves to the infection, men should
think of the blind beggar on the street corner, who. with rolling white
eyeballs, clatters a lineup and beseeches pennies from the passers-by. A
gonorrhealized father was probably responsible for the beggar's sad con-
dition.

Medical literature abounds with distressing pictures of infection,
stories of weird venereal accidents not greatly varying as to the baneful
climax—differing only as to detail. Occasionally there is the diseased boy
in military or preparatory school who is responsible for the loss of an eye
of a companion by infecting a common towel, or the father who is blinded
from bathing in a bathtub infected by his son. All this is very gruesome,
very sad. but. alas, very true.

Prostitution

Prostitution, which has given the venereal diseases to humanity, is
as old as humanity itself, and the venereal diseases are as old as prosti-
tution. The polygamous or "more than one wife" instinct- in the male is
largely responsible for prostitution. While evolution is gradually impelling
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the male into monogamy, he Is secretly rebellious. The polygamous instinct
in him is still quite strong. On the other hand, the polyandrous or "more
than one husband" instinct is practically extinct in the female. Sexual
desire in her is a means to an end—maternity. In the male, sex gratifi-
cation is still largely the end. Biologically, (science of evolution) the
female is the original, much older, superior, more refined type, the male
being a later development or offshoot from the female in the order of
evolution. Thus while the female embodies in a large measure the intui-
tions, the emotional characteristics, the moral instincts of the race, the
male by reason of his more recent origin has the larger share of primitive
impulses. His passions are stronger, his morals less defined, and thus he
is often thoughtless, cruel, relentless, and destructive in the pursuit of
gratification. While evolution has assigned to the female the supreme
function of the race, that of reproduction, yet at the same time she has
been made physically dependent on the male who,- released from the re-
sponsibilities of race perpetuation, is enabled toconcentrate his energies to
secure the means of existence. Largely holding the right of existence in his
hands, enjoying this coigne of vantage, the male arrogantly dominates the
weaker but superior type and levies sexual tribute upon her. Thus it is the
male himself who compels and largely maintains the institution of prosti-
tution, and prostitution can never be extirpated from society until the
male becomes a creature of morals and calm reasoning intellect, instead
of instinct. As punitive measures to force men into the monogamous re-
lation necessary to the reproduction of the species it wquld seem that the
Supreme Intelligence has authorized the venereal scourges. Considered
in their final aspect, these scourges are probably benevolent, since they
drive men into the quiet family relation, the path of peace and industry.
As an antidote to the fighting instinct in men, it is significant the scourges
will disintegrate the strongest standing army in a few years. Though
the scourges be benevolent, it is supremely important that as many mem-
bers as possible of the human family shall be saved from infection.

It is useless to attempt an amelioration of prostitution or the eradi-
cation of its attendant evils by the application of radical measures. The
more radical the persecution of prostitution, the more pestilential it
becomes in its social consequences.

Prostitutes unduly oppressed, seek cover and practice clandestine
prostitution often in the midst of respectibility. Clandestine prostitu-
tion is much more dangerous to public health than open prostitution, for
in clandestine prostitution the hygienist has no power to cope with
secret foci of disease. When not regulated too severely, there is a nat-
ural tendency among prostitutes to segregate or come together in a
special locality.

In early days prostitutes were burned at the stake, drowned, scourged,
branded, Hayed and tortured in divers ways. But as one writer has stated,
if all the prostitutes in the world were to be removed today, on the
morrow the ranks would be completely filled with fresh recruits. The
polygamous instinct in man causes the demand and the supply follows.
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Hygiene

It may be taken as a medical truism that all public prostitutes are in
a probable condition of gonorrheal infectiousness. Efforts to control this
disease in brothels by a system of medical inspection have proved failures
both in this and other countries. In Paris, where the system of regle-
rnentation or inspection has state sanction and high scientific" direction,
it is said venereal infection continues to show increase.

The effort of Cincinnati to reduce the amount of venereal disease by
a system.of medical inspection is set forth in Ohio Sanitary Bulletin,
published by the State Board of Health, Columbus, Ohio, January-March,
1907. Dr. S. E. Allen, Cincinnati, in an address at the annual conference
of the State Board of Health of Ohio, January 24, 1907, describes the re-
sults of the inspection system of Cincinnati as follows:

"The; examination could not be made oftener than twice a week, and between exam-
inat ions a woman might be infected, and, of course, a woman infected with gonorrhea does
not get well, practically; that is, she may get well, but for a long time there is always
more or less infection present. Then the great trouble with the whole thing was
that if gave everybody a sense of security which did not exist; they thought that they
were inspected, and here was a woman bearing a certificate from the Board of Health
showing that she was healthy and that to the male would indicate that everything was
all right, whereas It was trot so, It gave them a false sense of security, so that I think
less care was perhaps exercised and less trouble given to avoid those things, and in that
way the effect of the Inspection was counterbalanced. I am just as much up in the air as
to the regulation of these diseases as I am to the regulation of doing anything for the
whole nefarious business."

Gonorrhea as a hygienic problem in brothels seems to be unsolvable.
Observation in public and private practice does not warrant the belief that
more than 25 per cent, of brothel prostitutes are at any one time in an
infectiously syphilitic condition. At this point the hygienist can be of
value to society by demanding the prompt isolation of an infected inmate
as a menace to the race. The physician or hygienist knows that
young prostitutes living at home with small understanding of the value
of hygiene, and that careless street prostitutes living in furnished rooms,
are even more dangerous as disease breeders than brothel prostitutes. He
would that all young men should know these truths.and he stands ready
to furnish society with many other helpful suggestions as soon as society
is ready to listen to him.

In view of the present moral standard of the race, many emi-
nent venerealists are strong advocates of circumcision as a practical pro-
phylactic measure against the ravages of syphilis. This meritorious sani-
tary rite which has stood the test for more than 5,000 years is practiced to-
day by 15,000,000 Jews, 300,000,000 Mahomedans, Dy countless black men
in Africa, and by thousands of Christians in all parts of the world. The
Jewish race, which adopted the custom from an older nation, is remark-
ably free from syphilis. Circumcision is not a preventive, however, of
gonorrhea.
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Many physicians feel that if circumcision should become general in the
United States that it would have a most beneficial effect in raising the
standard of public health. Dr. William T. Belfield, a medical writer of
authority and secretary of the Chicago Society of Social Hygiene, states
in one of his essays that probably one-sixth of the American population is
now infected with syphilis, but with general circumcision this dreadful
scourge would be lifted largely from American social life within forty
years.

When circumcision is performed at an early age, the skin of the part
becomes toughened by contact with the clothing—becomes somewhat like
the palm of the hand. In case of exposure the skin does not easily abrade.
If the scarf of the skin should not break, the syphilitic poison does not
find entrance to the circulatory system, which is necessary to the develop-
ment of syphilis.

Circumcision is also recommended as a preventive of self abuse among
boys. The removal of the foreskin keeps the part clean and cool, with a
resultant absence of annoying irritation. Circumcision also has been
found efficacious in reducing the frequency of emissions.

Marriage

It must be considered that the sex relation properly understood is
chiefly psychic (that is, mind attraction or congeniality of temperaments),
the physical being but an incident of harmonious concordance with or
submission to nature's mandate that there be reproduction of the species.
Submission on the part of the male is associated with a sense of respon-
sibility; as the head of a household, he becomes a factor of social conse-
quence. Again, as husband and parent, stability and dignity and
qualities of love, kindness and cherishing protection over wife and off-
spring are developed in him. The marriage relation thus right fully under-
stood and exercised becomes a function of supreme value to the state in
that it gives newr lives to the state, and by necessitating regularity of
habits and a conservation of.energy, increases the value of the male as an
economic unit. The marriage relation should be the consummation of
psychic affinity and should carry with it a manifestation of all the nobler
attributes of man, fulfilling the poet's conception:

"True love! Tis fashioned in a CUD of gold.
Kindness, forgiveness, these the measure hold."

The needful psychic conditions are rarely if ever presented in mer-
cenary prostitution. Love, esteem self-respect, forgiveness, courage, sense
of social obligation and hope certainly do not form the psychical basis of
public prostitution. On the other hand, as the conspicuous and inevi-
table concomitants of an atmosphere of harlotry are to be found hatred,
contempt, self-loathing, quarrelsomeness, fear, criminal impulse and des-
pair. Such an atmosphere is deeply antagonistic to the development of
the higher nature of man.



Morals

In its last analysis, from whatever standpoint the problem may be
considered, it is clearly one of morals, and it cannot be met on any
other basis with a hope of accomplishing lasting results. Should the hy-
gienist enter into the problem with the determination to surround prosti-
tution with physical immunity, he tactily becomes a co-partner with and
protector of an infamous traffic with its sure moral degradation, even if
its physical dangers could be overcome.

The opposing views of morals and science are frequently presented
in the discussions of physicians as to the social evil and its disease conse-
quences. Occasionally there is a physician who would battle with vener-
eal diseases on purely scientific lines, having no other thought than to
preserve the physical purity of the race. This type of physician would
ignore or fails to perceive any harmonious design in the evident purpose
of the Supreme Intelligence to develop the moral nature of man by de-
manding that he exercise will-power and restraint over his desires. Phy-
sicians recognizing that phase of the problem are prompt to antagonize
the coldly physical view of evolution in which the moral is forgotten or
subordinated. Such physicians, while anxious that race health be pre-
served, also realize that too great a price may be paid for it if the moral
stature of man is to be lowered by giving prostitutional intercourse
the safety of hygienic protection—even if such were possible. The major-
ity view of physicians is that the medical profession can not afford to
take such position, and those who have given the problem a more thought-
ful study admit in its final aspect it must be considered purely as one
of morals.

Stated briefly, the position of the physician or venereal hygienist is
as follows: He knows he can eradicate neither prostitution nor its asso-
ciated diseases. He knows he can often prevent the spread of venereal
infection, but that even then his best efforts are only incidental as to
the entire mass of venereal disease over which he has no preventive
control, and can have none, though he earnestly asks that he be permit-
ted to do what he feebly can do to minimize infection. He realizes he
can do much to mitigate race deterioration as to the venereal diseases if an
enlightened public sentiment will permit him and join with him to en-
force a reasonable standard of physical purity before the marriage relation
is contracted. Above all, while realizing that he does not come into con-
tact with infection until the harm has been done, yet he feels that the harm
should not have been done, and he knows the only way to prevent the
harm from being done is by a general and persistent education of the
masses in sex matters, which education he knows to be of supreme impor-
tance to the individual and the race.



Education

The problem accepted as a moral problem, resolves Itself into a prob-
lem of education, and the problem of education, from the standpoint of
the male, in turn resolves itself into two propositions:

(1) Is it possible so to train a young man by pointing out to him
the evil physical and moral consequences of illict intercourse as to strength-
en him in determination to remain continent until he shall have arrived
at the physical and economic period when he may justly contract the
marriage relation'?

(2) This failing, is it possible so to impress on a young man the solem-
nity of marriage in its physical relation to wife and unborn, that he
will refrain from contracting the relation in case of having acquired in-
fection until he shall have been pronounced free from the probability of
transmitting disease?

That the problem as presented by the first proposition is a difficult
one, all will admit, but on examination, there are several encouraging
features that give hope if proper educational measures are adopted, much
may be done in the reinforcement of young men in a determination to
maintain a condition of sex purity. I t must be remembered that there
are many young men who, either by instinct, special training or eviron-
merit, reach the time of marriage unpolluted by contact with the prosti-
tute. Even should the heavy figures as to gonorrheal contamination be ac-
cepted, their analysis shows there is still 20 per cent, of young men who have
escaped the contamination. But admitting that many of these in truth
have not been continent, but owe their escape to "good luck" or lack of
opportunity and that only 10 per cent, of marriageable young men can say
sincerely that they have remained away from the courtesan by sheer force
of self-control, even that small percentage would seem to indicate that
there is a saving grace among the young men of America that could be
rapidly developed into a rallying point for a wide national movement
pledged to physical purity. Goethe, dying, called for "More light!'' Sucli
has been the cry of the ages, but has been persistantly fought by trem-
bling fear and foolish prejudice. Freed from the stumbling blocks of
ignorance and darkness, humanity will find its way. It is not a morbid
but a natural and entirely justifiable curiosity on the part of young men to
desire an intelligent knowledge of the mysteries of life. Youth is the
psychologic time for right suggestion, the plastic period of mental devel-
opment for the making of lasting impressions, which, when crystallized
into definate conviction constitute the attitude of mind, conduct or
CHARACTER. Here lies the crux of the whole matter. Education
marks the chief distinction between the conduct of the savage and civil-
ized man—spelling the difference between the exercise of reason and
blind following of instinct. While the sexual impulse may be "uncon-
trollable," or "without conscience," given certain conditions, yet if the
soil of the mind has been well prepared, if the reason has been strength-
ened by the stern truths governing sex well-being, then men eventually
will learn instinctively to avoid those conditions which lead to their undo-
ing. A steadily increasing number will not so DELIBERATELY or PER-



SISTENTLY seek such conditions, and thus a vast amount of need-
less social injury will be prevented.

Education is certain to work for greater self-control and eventually
to develop a profound change for the better in the general view enter-
tained by young men as to sex-responsibility.

The sexual life will become vested with a serious meaning taking
the place of the prevailing atmosphere of cheap levity and assumed
bravado. Sense will be substituted for folly—often safety for ruin. Gross
errors and wrongful conceptions will be uprooted and destroyed. Some
young men are so uninformed, or indifferent at present as to sexual
responsibility that it is not uncommon to hear one of them say: "That girl
gave me a disease and I propose to get even by giving it to as many girls
as I can." Such a youth does not realize the atrocity of his view or con-
duct. He feels the physical pain and mental anguish of the disease and
seeks to avenge himself on society for the supposed wrong done him by
scattering his misery as widely as possible. He does not realize that the
female from whom he acquired the infection, did not contract it as an
intentional part of her mistep. No one likes to suffer. The unfortunate
female probably did contract the infection from some male who perhaps
held precisely the same view as the aggrieved youth who announces his
intention to do as much harm as possible.

Young men should understand the right of this matter. The vener-
eal diseases do not originate spontaneously. The germs of the diseases
are persistent types of perverted cell life. They are passed from one
person to another. When the female becomes infected, almost without
exception, she contracted the infection from a sexual relationship with
an infected male. The female no more desires maliciously to cause pain
to the male than she wilfully desired to contract the infection. The
female is largely above the desire to cause sexual misery. The young
female Is often weak and ignorant, sometimes in need, she does not
understand her physical condition and often does not realize it until
brought to the hospital operating table where nature demands payment
for her "good times" to the last farthing. As long as the male holds his
cruel view that he has the right to spread sexual contamination ad intiui-
tum, keep disease going as a sort of endless chain, simply because some
female infected him, there can be little betterment in conditions. When
the male is brought to know that he who wilfully infects a female is a
SOCIAL CRIMINAL of the most depraved type, then there will be
hope for improvement.

What a great gain if coming generations of young men could be made
to believe that TRUE MANHOOD consists in NOT ACQUIRING
INFECTION instead of the false view now often held that infection is
a sign of MANHOOD. Certainly it requires more strength of character
to fight the battle for self-control than to yield weakly to a passion
largely capable of sensible direction. The young man who keeps himself
well in hand sexually, has certainly built up a reserve of will power
which will serve him well in later life.

It is admitted that home education would be the ideal method of the



instruction of youth in the mysteries of life but how many fathers are
equipped with the scientific knowledge or parental courage to enter into
intimate discussion with a son on such matters. Many fathers do nerve
themselves to the point of briefly warning a son as to the "dangers" of
masturbation, hinting at I Impossibility of the madhouse, etc. That such
warnings have not been of any great hygienic value to the race in the past
is evidenced by the enormous amount of venereal disease existent and
the wreckage of youth on every side. While the admonishment as to
masturbation undoubtedly has been well meant, yet it often has had ex-
actly the opposite result from that intended. Standing at the crossroads
between masturbation and prostitutional exposure, thousands of youths
have accepted the latter as the only course left open to them to escape the
terrors of self-abuse as depicted by father. Some fathers again go so far
as to say to a son: "If you have to do a thing of that kind, go to some
first class house. If you get a disease, go to a good physician and send
me the bill." Such advice simply means that the father is advising the
son to expose himself to the danger of syphilis. Fathers in the past have
made these mistakes and.are still making them because of their erroneous
belief that sex nature is impossible of control. Science now knows better
and asks that the old way make way for a new and better way.

The evils of masturbation have been grossly exaggerated. I t is wrong
to terrify the mind of youth with the formidable insanity specter. While
the practice is admitted to be weakening and debasing and while physi-
cians understand that the youth who wisely refrains or keeps the practice
under control makes the better balanc edman in maturity, yet exact knowl-
edge asserts that masturbation is rarely the specific cause of insanity.
The popular impression that the practice is the frequent cause of mental
overthrow, is based on the observation that many insane people practice
the vice. Those who make a scientific study of the insane have now
learned that perhaps the larger percentage of demented persons owe their
condition to delinquency at birth. Frequently they are the offspring of
under-fed, overworked or alcoholized and often venerealized parents.
Lacking in physical and mental stamina at birth, the delinquent has not
suiticient moral strength to resist the temptation to self-abuse, which
may hasten but is not the primary cause of insanity.

Admonishment as to the evils of masturbation is not the most important
thing in sex-education. The important thing is to teach young men the
physiologic truths of their own natures. The question of self-abuse is
quickly disposed of under such instruction since science teaches the prac-
tice is not necessary, can largely be restrained and gives the reasons WHY.
Science presents the possibility of a sensible, well regulated young man-
hood that constitutes an infinitely more invigorating and noble animus
for right conduct than the detestible threat of the madhouse with its
hateful and unnecessary mental anguish.

Whenever a suggestion is made to educate boys and young men as to
the truths of the sexual life someone generally appears .quickly with the
old fashioned argument that there might be "some boy" in ignorance of
the meaning of sex nature "whose curiosity might be aroused and who
might be led into bad things" by such moral and scientific instruction.



Those who advocate such education are not giving much thought to this
sort of a saintly youth who exists largely as a figment of the imagination.
Advocates of sex instruction have their eyes fixed firmly on the ninety
and nine shrewd, sharp toys, who have reached or are nearing puberty,
who have observed the creative process in plant life and who have seen
the generative function in performance in animal life. These boys will
gladly receive intelligent moral instruction and will profit by it for a
MORAL HIGH TOnED atmosphere can be built up about the sex-
ual life by PROPER EDUCATION to take the place of the present
IMMORAL atmosphere which comes from street education with its filth
and ignorance. It is a crass delusion to believe that any boy can reach
the age of 14 or 15 unless imbecilic, who has not acquired a pretty fair
idea of the reproductive process, so the supposititious ''saintly youth"
should be sent to the scrap heap of pitiful bogies. Even admitting the
existence of such a youth,common sense demands that a strong effort be
made to educate and properly guide the majority. The conjuring of
hobgoblins and false fears will never land humanity anywhere except in
a bog of misery.

Hot the least value of such an education will be the development of
a healthy and powerful PUBLIC OPINION that will place the stamp of
stern disapproval on the man who does sexual wrong to the innocent.
Employers also will begin to learn that sexual morality lies at the basis
of ALL morality and that a venerealized employe often is even more
inefficient as an economic unit than the victim of drink. Railway mana-
gers will learn that the man suffering venereal torment is an unsafe man
to have charge of the lives of other people, because of pathologic distur-
bances affecting mind concentration.

Whatever may be one's views as to the ultimate of humanity, one
truth stands out clear and strong, the race always must be largely a fail-
ure as long as it clings to promiscuity and will advance just as it gets
sexual intelligence and makes an effort toward the MONOGAMIC
standard.

What a mass of misery is swept out of the life of the man when MONO-
GAMY is accepted as a matter of vital belief and conscientiously lived up
to. If the race could ever reach the monogamic altitude, many of themost
grievous problems that afflict the world would be solved. But this can
never be until there is REGENERATION of the individual and there can
be no such regeneration without slow, painful effort and the broadest en-
lightenment. Most all the lower animals have learned the-monogamie law
and subscribe to it. Those that do not are fearfully punished by epidemics,
e. g., the rabbit which is swept by disease and killed by the thous-
ands, the rabbit being a "varietest" not even observing "respectable" ani-
mal polygamy. Humanity has been endeavoring for thousands of years to
defeat the MONOGAMIC law, has been relentlessly beaten back and hurt
persistently—thousands have died—and yet society has declined to grapple
resolutely with the problem. But this is the 20th century. The race
has been fed on sex lies and abominations so long and with such disaster,
it would seem the time has come to apply an antidote of truth and science
and however toilsome the way, to crawl to the heights of better things.
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As for the second proposition advanced as to the educational problem,
all certainly will concede that the average young man would halt before
embarking upon matrimony should he think there might be the least
probability of infecting the woman chosen as a life companion. As has
been stated, the gonorrheal infection is responsible for 20 to 30 percent,
of blindness in the new-born and for a large percentage of the surgical
operations on women; that syphilis is responsible for a menacing percent-
age of insanity. It is also known to be responsible for a large number of
premature breakdowns of men and consequently for a vast amount of
public indigence and criminal tendency. Education would bring about
astonishing benefits for both individual and state should it be success-
ful in eliminating even part of the venereal tragedies.

The question that oilers itself: In what way should an education be
extended to a young man to give him a proper view of sex nature and re-
sponsibility? Students of the problem agree that the first work to be
done is to kill a number of popular lies as to sex matters, which lies are
in strong variance from the truth. These lies are very harmful, obnox-
ious and dangerous, and wide spread education alone can remove them.

Sex Necessity Lie

The father of these lies is called the sex necessity lie. This lie is
founded on the doctrine that cohabitation is essential to health. This
lie is a prostitute in itself in that it beckons to the young man and pro-
fessedly gives him the sanction of nature to cohabit with the prostitute.
That this is a malignant lie, one that nature bitterly opposes, is demon-
strated by the fact that nature punishes those who believe it with dis-
ease. It is the popular acceptance of this lie that seems to extend a sort
of apologetic social pardon to a young man who grievously sells his
physical birthright for a mess of venereal pottage; it is this lie that keeps
alive the "wild oats" delusion with its wreckage of human hope and
happiness; it is this lie that defends downright wickedness.

Dr. Wm. T. Belfield of the Rush Medical College, Chicago, says in
connection with the sex necessity lie:

"That cohabitation is necessary to physical health, that continence and health are
incompatible. Is the comfortable creed of men addicted to promiscuous sexual intercourse;
though such a man files into a virtuous rage if an unmarried sister or daughter adopts
his creed and conserves the health of her male friends by administering to sexual neces-
sity. It Is only the other fellow's sister whose philanthropic interest in masculine health
should be encouraged."

The American Society of Sanitary and Moral Prophylaxis unanimous-
ly resolved that: "Continence is compatiblewith health and reprobates
the contrary doctrine as a menace to the physical and moral welfare of
the individual and society." Fournier, a distinguished French specialist,
says: "Eeferring to the so-called dangers of continence, I do not know
them, and I have never observed them." Prize fighters, athletes and
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men engaged in high effort, physical or mental, frequently are continent
for long periods. They practice contineney because it conserves their
health and strength.

The sexual capacity has been likened to the tear duct. The eye is
always ready to shed tears copiously, but because the tear duct does not
continually shed copious tears is no indication that the duct has been in-
jured or has lost its capacity for shedding tears. I i nere Is such a thing
as sex necessity in the same meaning that it is necessary to eat, sleep and
drink, then men who have been held in prisons for extended periods con-
stitute a paradox, since many men come from prison, after long terms,
greatly benefited in health. They have been compelled to live regularly,
they have not been able to gratify "sex necessity" and are stronger and
better men physically.

It should be thoroughly understood that the sexual organs differ
essentially from other organs of the body. It is a great mistake to think
that they can be developed or strengthened by exercise like the arm or
chest. The sexual organs of the male are generally much STRONGER
when NOT USED and NEVER SUFFER from NON-USE.

Young men should also understand from a biologic (science of life)
standpoint that from the ages of 12 to 21 the body of the boy is being
made over into that of a man. Nature has no large amount of vital
energy that may be wasted safely in excesses of any kind during the
adolescent period, for all the forces of the body are needed for rebuilding.
Sexual excesses during that period are certain to be punished with a
dwarfing or stunting effect on mental and physical development. Self-
control is the thing.

Remember the words of "Old Adam" in "As You Like It," as he
talks to young Orlando, who is in trouble. Thus saith old Adam as he
oilers to Orlando his savings for old age, signifying he was ready to go,
back to work:

Though I look old, yet I am strong and lusty,
For in my youth I never did apply
Hot and rebellious liquors in my blood,
Nor did not with unbashful forehead woo
The means of weekness and debility.
Therefore my age is as a lusty winter,
Frosty but kindly.

The Sex Necessity Lie is without justification in either the physical
or psychic nature of man. I t should be slain without compunction and
an enlightened people will eventually do it.

Double Standard of Morality Lie

The Double Standard of Morality Lie is the twin brother of the Sex
Necessity Lie. This lie simply means that the young man has the right
to debauch himself sexually, but that the young woman may not do so.
This lie has one benevolent feature, in that it largely confines the mass



of distinctly venereal punishment and pain to the male members of the
race, but just the same it is a disgraceful lie and should be ruthlessly
destroyed^ Nature plainly points out to a young man that he must
exercise self-restraint and thus assist her in bringing the race to the
point of evolution where reasons shall be persistanly triumphant over
instinct or desire.

Dr. Edward L. Keyes, Jr., Secretary of the American Society of San-
itary and Moral Prophylaxis, in an address before that society at the
time of its organization, said, in discussing the double standard of mor-
ality:

"This spirit of recognizing a certain sexual right on the part of the male, therefore,
exists, and is accepted and tolerated by the community as a whole—not by (Tie church,
not by the law, not theoretically by the community -but practically it is a fact that it is
.so tolerated. How. then, is this sentiment, this tradition, this unwritten law, to be over-
come? Only by educating the young male, teaching hin to develop his character, teach-
ins,' him that his sexual yearnings are to be restrained like his propensity to overeat, to
overdrink, to over exercise; teaching him that because he wants a thing it Is not, there-
fore, necessarily good for him that he should have it, but often harmful; by assuring him
that not only will he not perfect or retain his sexual potency by indulging in illicit, inter-
course, but that he is more likely by excess and irregularity to impair it."

The "Double Standard of Morality" lie is the lie that protects the
libertine and gives to him social standing, while it outlaws his sister, the
prostitute. The lie also gives the syphilitic the right to enter a home
of respectability and to marry a pure woman. The wife often finds out
too late she has been married to a walking pest, a being who properly
should be in a sanitarium or hospital or in isolation upon some island
where he could not injure the innocent or assist in social disintegration.
It is to be hoped under a system of sane education that the parents and
young women of America will realize that a syphilitic husband makes
a mighty poor parent, whether he be foreign duke or American million-
aire. There is nothing quite so fine as good, red blood free from disease.
It maintains the home and sustains the state.

Emisson Lie

The Emission lie is a cheap medical faker lie. It is used as a bogy
man to scare a young man into fits and make him believe that an auto-
matic function of nature for the relief of overcharged seminal vesicles,
is an indication he is suffering from sexual weakness and is on the road
to the mad house. This lie has brought a good deal of money to the
medical fakers, and is still bringing them substantial returns. I t has
been exploded long ago, but because of the lack of proper knowledge, there
is still plenty of ignorance to be preyed upon. Education would kill the
"Emission Lie" almost at once, saving many young men from unnecessary
mental anguish and at the same time depriving the fakers of a field for
harmful exploitation. Circular No. 2 issued by the Chicago Society of
Social Hygiene, says in connection with emission:
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"These occur during sleep in perfectly healthy young^ men; they do not Indicate art
unhealthy condition of the sexual organs unless they take place oftener than once in ten
or fourteen days The scarecrow newspaper advertisements of 'quacks' are designated
to frighten ignorant boys and young men Into paying heavily (or unnecessary treatment.

"When emissions occur too frequently, the cause is often sexual excitement in
thought or deed, lack of physical exercise, overeating or drinking of alcoholic beverages
—all of these habits are injurious to the body in general and to the .sexual organs in par-
ticular. A young1 man who will take plenty of muscular exercise, eat moderately; avoid
constipation and alcoholic drinks, and keep his attention diverted from lewd subjects,
will seldom need medical treatment for seminal emissions."

Moreover the prostatic vesicles are engaged in a continuous work of
secreting an excess of seminal and prostatic fluids into the urethra where
they are carried from the system in a natural way. At times the young
man may feel the sexual call to be pressing but if he will take a five mile
walk or engage in a half hour "stunt" in the gymnasium he will be sur-
prised at the rapid disappearance of the desire. The explanation of this
is perfectly clear. Exercise causes activity of the glands and excess of
fluids that awaken the sexual desire are eliminated. I t is much better
to accept the exercise cure for sex desire during youth than to risk pros-
titutional exposure with its strong probability of suffering and injury.
So-called sex necessity in the young man is largely imaginary and the
desire is the easiest of all to be controlled when properly understood. The
best investment that can be made in this life is to get an understanding
of the physiology of sex nature and rigorously adapt one's life to such
understanding.

Bad Bold Lie

Then there is the "Bad Cold" lie, "I would just as leave have the
clap as a bad cold." This is one of the most dangerous lies as to sex mat-
ters in existence. It is a lie uttered by thousands of men who, whether
they really believe it when they give it expression, find out-sooner or later
they have been the victims of a vast delusion. This lie should be promptly
garroted and then embalmed in prussic acid, to make sure there shall
never be a possibility of its popular resurrection. The killing of this lie
would go far to save many wives from the operating table, to save many
men and women from sterility and many babes from blindness. The killing
of the lie would also have the result of the male learning that gonorrhea
is a dangerous disease, and that he should lose no time in placing
himself in the hands of an honest and competent physician in case of
contracting infection, since the successful treatment of gonorrhea is of ten
dependent on its immediate treatment. When the disease finds its way
into the deeper tissues of the body it is then sometimes a grave question
as to its eradication. Young men will learn to keep away from uncertain
and perhaps dangerous drug store remedies, and will also learn to keep
out of the clutches of quack advertising doctors, whose first thought is
money, the welfare of the patient being a minor consideration. Again
quacks are often black-mailers, who, after learning the secret of their



patient, bleed him for excessive fees under the threat of exposure by bring-
ing suit. A young man also will learn that he must not marry with any
of the germs of this disease in his body. A latent gonorrhea or gleet is
scarcely less capable of infecting than is active gonorrhea. A young- man
who contracts the marriage relation in such a condition, commits a
physical and moral crime. It is also a statutory offense in the state of
Indiana, which state has passed a law demanding that the applicant for a
marriage license shall make statement he is free from the venereal dis-
eases. Would that all states might pass similar laws, and that an
enlightened public sentiment should demand their enforcement to the
letter!

Way for Education Opened

There are a number of other sex lies, some of them of such a wretched
character that they have no placeoutside of the medical lecture or treatise.
But with the killing of the principal lies the subject of social hygiene
can be opened up within proper limits to young men in all institutions
of public or private learning. The presentation of the necessary
truths is a work of the highest moral character, for such knowledge will
equip young men with stamina to resist coercive invitations to visit the
prostitute. Today a young man who is reluctant to go "down the line"
is liable to be derided by his fellows as a "mama's boy," "baby," "molly-
coddle," "sissy," and in spite of an instinctive feeling that he should
remain away from danger, he often has no effective arguments to advance
against the invitation. His will thus is often overcome and he is brought
into contact with the prostitute, whose wiles may be depended upon to
do the rest. Thus many a young man is compelled to pay the penalty of
diseases and suffering as the result of a short-sighted social policy that will
not arm him with a cuirass of knowledge sufficient to resist the gibes
and sneers of reckless companions. It is certainly to be expected when
there shall be widespread knowledge of the profound dangers of the prosti-
tute the visit to her will become a distinctly unfashionable and unsocial
thing on the part of the male. A system of persistent, intelligent education
cannot fail to result in immense good. To longer withhold such education
from young men is little else than a national crime.

Best of AH Investments

Parents and taxpayers should bear this in mind: Instruction in
social hygiene is the cheapest yet best paying investment that can be made
by any community. An ounce of disease prevention in the way of educa-
tion is worth a pound of heavy taxation cure to take care of disease con-
sequences. One or two lectures during the term in the high schools will
go far to post young men as to fundamental truths. It is desirable,
though not strictly essential, that the instructor be a physician. One
thing is advisable, however—he personally should be a man of high moral
character who by open life and manifestation of physical health, consti-
tutes an example of the value of moral and physical restraint, thus arousing
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a spirit of emulation in young men. Boys do not want to be preached at.
They simply want to be told how to live, in order that they may become
successful and respected men. There is no subject they are more deep-
ly interested in than sex nature; they instinctively realize it to be the
supreme thing of manhood. What a great wrong society does to them by
denying them proper knowledge.

Resume
Whichever way we look we see disease, sorrow and disaster, asthe re-

sult of sexual error. It fills the streets with unambitious, venerealized men,
the penitentiaries with hopeless, syphilized criminals, fills our insane
asylums, our institutions for the blind, homes for imbeciles and other
delinquents, hospitals and divorce courts. Itisprobable with the venereal
scourges gone there would be little need of the physician, as we know him
today, for many human ills would likely vanish as if by magic with the
social diseases eliminated. But whether or not, there would be such a
reinforcement of resist ing power to the human body, freed from the
venereal taints, that future generations would be largely immune to the
diseases that now prey on and destroy the members of the human family.

At the door of improper sex education must belaid the blame of much
of this social misery. Therefore, proper education is the great, the deep;
the vital question. It is the axe that will attack moral and physical
sickness of the human kind at the root. Such education must no longer be
ignored in this country. We are not building this American civilization
that it shall be weakened or destroyed by the foul venereal scourges.
With our tine free .school system and general national shrewdness we
are in unexampled position to try the experiment of broad education
in social hygiene. In some parts of Europe, whole villages are swept by
the venereal plagues. Densely ignorant, the unfortunate inhabitants
are Incapable of grasping even the rudimentary principles of hygiene or
morals in their relation to the Sexual Plagues—and therefore must die.
But such conditions do not exist in the United States. They must never
be permitted to exist.

Who is so low. so forlorn, as would wish to be marred or slain by the
venereal poisons? Who would have offspring fall victim? Is there any
other heart-anguish quite so bitter as to bring a child into the world,
the child of disease, and then to look on it and say: "What have I done!
What have I done!"

There is still time in the United States to build a bulwark of popular
knowledge against the advance of these scourges. Should we not
bend our every energy to protect the young people of today and those
who may come after? Verily sex education is almost synonymous with
national health.

Is it not the supreme duty of every conscientious American to use his
Influence and insist that sex education may be made a functional part of
the public school system in order that no young man in the future shall
have the right to say:

"If I had only known."



Expert Opinion

I think it is our duty to give young men such knowledge as will protect them against
the physical evils of venereal diseases-James J. Walsh, M. D., New York.

Before the boy reaches the age of puberty, I think he should be taught the sacred-
ness and naturalness of the sexual instinct, and this can be done in a quiet way.—E. L.
Stephens, M. D., Des Moines, Iowa.

The subject should engage the attention of the parent, the teacher and the physician;
In fact, on the proper solution of the subject depends the future welfare of the nation
M. M. Smith. M. D., Austin. Texas.

I believe it is an injustice to allow these boys to go without this precious knowledge.
I think it is not so much the knowledge as the mental impression which keeps these boys
moral—F. W. Robins, M. D., Detroit,

If I were obliged to answer the question, "What do our boys and girls most need to
have added to their education'?" I think I should have to reply: "More intelligent
training in the mysteries of physical life and sexual functions."—Herbert W. Gates,
Department Secretary, Y. M. C. A., Chicago.

I do believe, however, that public education will accomplish a great deal. I t Is no
use to point out simply the danger of venereal diseases without telling a young man how
to lead a consistent life. We should, therefore, make a strong plea in favor of continence.
Geo. M. Kober, M. D., Washington, D. C.

I think that if anything is to be accomplished toward protecting the young of this
country it should be done at a time when it would be effective. I really believe that
physicians should teach physiology in the public schools, and at the same time, they
should teach regarding the sexual function and the dangers which its abuse entail
Walter Shropshire, M. D., Yoakum, Texas.

The whole subject of physiology should be taught and not—as at present—only in
part, and that imperfectly. The truth should be taught, and that Is that there are two
great functions of the organism, namely, the preservation of the individual and perpet-
uation of the race; that the functions of the various organs of the body are subsidiary to
one or other of these great functions.—DeLancey Rochester, M. D., Buffalo, N. Y.

This is the point: The young man goes free for the first time when he enters college
and since human nature is imperfect, when he reaches the time of freedom something
goes wrong, and it is largely through lack of proper Instruction. It has been my habit to
talk to boys at home and at my house. I know that my efforts have been crowned with
success so far as instructing them is concerned.—Theodore Potter, M. D., Indianapolis,
Ind.

The parasites known as gonorrhea, chanchroid and syphilis are as destructive to the
human body as the dodder vine is to the alfalfa plant, and our axiom is that "The proper
way to avoid dodder is not to plant the seed." Let us, therefore, prepare the soil of
the mind by well chosen education begun very early and continued into adult life
because in that way we may best avoid venereal disease by teaching the youth or maiden
not to plant the seed, and also by giving it no encouragement to grow.—George Whiteside,
M. D., Portland, Ore.
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Every year of my life I am struck more and more by the ignorance that permeates the
general laity. My experience makes me believe that education lies at the bottom of the
whole thing, and we shall never gain much headway until every young man and every
young woman even before she falls in love and becomes engaged knows what these dis -
eases are and what it will mean if she marries a man that has contracted them. I believe
that many young men—perhaps most of them—can be Impressed with a sense of honor
and of the moral features of the problem. I also believe that many a woman becomes a
prostitute without heredity being an Influence. I believe that many fall through ignor-
ance,—Seneca Egbert, M. I)., Philadelphia, Pa.

A young man said to me: "If my father had given me ten minutes of sound advice
and warning, I should have been saved years of sickness. As it was, I knew nothing; it
was a question of guessing. I kept on guessing until I found out by bitter experience."
What can be reasonably expected from this hygienic education? It will constitute a
safeguard and a valuable safeguard against venereal exposure. Founder says: "Many
young men thus instructed will expose themselves, but they will expose themselves less
often, less readily, less recklessly, less foolishly, and thus a greater number of contamina-
tions will be prevented."- Prince A. Morrow, M. D., New York City.

This committee has confined its studies to the enormous spread of venereal diseases,
without deciding on the merits or the demerits of a "Regulation of the Social Evil." It
has come to a conclusion that systematized action emanating from the medical profes-
sion—a dissemination of knowledge to leach the populace the hygiene of sexual life—is
the first step to diminish the consequences of venereal disease. * * * A propaganda of
action having as Its aim to interest the profession and especially to enlighten the broad
massis of the Importance sind dangers of venereal diseases is the next step in the crusade
to attack the hydra which endangers humanity in the present and threatens it in the fu-
ture.—Second Annual Report of the Committee on Prophylaxis of Venereal Diseases.
Ludwig Weiss. M. D., Secretary, New York City.

There are sad things in this world, and they go on year after year just the same, even
if we close our eyes and say we do not see them. I conceive of no possible improvement
worthy of the name unless the truth is made manifest and a spirit of humanitarism
prevails. A liberal education is incomplete if it does not include a knowledge of the most
important function of the body, its proper performance under suitable conditions, its
disastrous results when misdirected. * * * There must be an awakening on the part of
the profession and our philanthropists to the paramount importance of venereal diseases.
* * * * The Limitation of venereal diseases must be effected by educational methods
and by affording adequate provision for systematic and thorough treatment.—Denslow
Lewis, M. D., Chicago, 111., in "The Limitation of Venereal Diseases."

You can not readily suppress anything of the kind, but you can control it, and aftera
time through education of the people you may perhaps be able to suppress it. Our school
teachers must be educated property. Let them consider that the moral character of
their pupils is placed under their charge and rests largely upon them. Instruct them
and let them know what they should teach and how to teach it; let them learn how to
guide these children along. I want to tell you that you will never have a moral body of
people, I don't care how much you legislate, until you train them in morals. You have
got to make a boy or girl understand that they will derive pleasure from being moral.
Do what we may, the fact remains that the bulk of the reproduction of the race will come
from the sexually clean.—L. S. Tuckerman, M. D., Cleveland, Ohio.
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Young men greatly underestimate the disease gonorrhea. Besides producing a long
train of other physical ailments, the gonococcus frequently finds its way into the 3<sep
urethra, where, by setting up inflammation, causes adamming or occlusion of the seminal
vesicles, which serve as the receptacles of the spermatozoa or reproductive principle.
Because of this occlusion, the spermatozoa are unable to meet with the prostatic fluid
constituting the major portion of the emission. Thus many a husband blames his wife
for barrenness when he in fact has become sterlized by the gonococeus, General public
ignorance is responsible for much of this mischief. The crying need of the youth of the
American nation is thorough education in sexology. Education alone will stop the
terrible injury that is being done to national health.—IL F. Sloan, M. D., Wilmington, Del.

It is time for all those who value the national health and morality to unite In a rea-
sonable, earnest and patient campaign for sexual purity. For apathy and neglect there
is no longer excuse. * * * A.s parents and teachers we are called upon to protect children
and youth from the physical and moral ruin which follows the perversion of the sensual
life largely due to ignorance and misinformation. We may reasonably hope that, some
day, perhaps not soon, the state will require a certificate of freedom from "Social Diseases
in the Interest of innocent wives and children, * * * Venereal diseases are most of
all the effect of human volition and habit; with a higher moral control they would dis-
appear. It is to this crusade we address ourselves and summon to our ranks every chiv-
alrous man who would protect the innocent from the effects of a vice for which there is
no excuse, and every good woman whose sympathy arises from her pity and her purity,
her love for children and her patriotism and religion.—Prof. Charles R. Henderson, Uni-
versity of Chicago, President Chicago Society of Social Hygiene.

What, then, is the hope in social prevention of syphilis? It is this: That we train
our young men to higher ideals of women and marriage; that we remove the ideas of false
modesty and prudery In regard to matters sexual existing among our young women; that
we protect the innocent; that we guard the unwary; that we expose the Infamous; that
we have charity for the unfortunate, and alms and pity for the diseased and suffering.
That we educate instead of legislate; that we cure instead of scold; that we pray instead
of scoff. And when tlie.monient shall tie generally conceded thatour Anglo-Saxton pru-
dery and civilization shall not inhibit or prevent general discussion on these matters;
when papers similar to tliis may be given without Question, without exciting the jealousy
and envy of other professional men, and when general knowledge of the far-reaching dis-
asters of venereal disease can be inculcated into the minds of the laity; then, and not
until then, in my judgment, will there be any relief, any suppression, any let-up in the
category of venereal tragedies. In a word, the only hope is education. Let this, then,
be our creed—let education be our watchword. For it is the hope, the main hope, the
greatest hope in the social prevention of syphilis—the disease ever in our midst. Educa-
tion on broad and open lines alone can lead us in a path of safety. Science—nature learned
through the language of experience—alone can touch our reason, can ennoble our senti-
ment, can modify our emotions, can quell our passion, can remove us from the blight and
bane of this social tragedy and make us noble, make us good, and make us free.—Nelson
D. Brayton, A. B., M. D., Government Physician to the Isthmian Canal Commission, Pan-
ama, in "Syphilis. Past and Present,"
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TWO VIEWS--Quo vadis Domine?

Old Moralist View—1869
Wm. Lecky "History of European Morals"

The essentially exclusive nature of marital affection and the natural
desire of every man to be certain of the paternity of the child he supports,
renders the incursions of irregular passions within the domestic circle a
cause of extreme suffering. Yet it would appear as if the excessive force
of these passions would render such incursions both frequent and inevita-
ble. Under the circumstances there has arisen in .society a figure which
is certainly the most MOURNFUL and in some respects the most AWFUL,
upon which the eye of the moralist can dwell. The unhappy being- whose
very name is a shame to speak, who counterfeits with a cold heart 1he
transports of affection and submits herself as the passive instrument of
lust, who is scorned and insulted as the vilest of her sex and doomed for
the most part to diseases and an early death, appears in every age as the
perpetual symbol of the degradation and sinfulness of man. Herself the
supreme type of vice, she is ultimately the most efficient guardian of vir-
tue. But for her the unchallenged purity of count less happy homes would
be polluted and not a few, who in the pride of their untempted chastity,
think of her with an indignant shudder, would have known the agony of
remorse and despair. On that degraded and ignoble form, are concen-
trated the passions that might have tilled the world with shame. She
remains while creeds and civilizations rise and fall, the eternal priestess
of humanity, blasted for the sins of the people.

New Scientific View—1910
Modern science holds there is absolutely nothing in the physical struc-

ture of the normal male that immutably demands that any female be
immolated on the alter of prostitution and strongly protests against the
view that the MOURNFUL figure is the "guardian of virtue". Science
disposes of this ancient and gross error simply by asserting with a confi-
dence born of exact knowledge that in the adolescent period when much
of the injury to the race Is done through venereal contamination, that
the sex-relationship is NOT NECESSARY and that youth is much better
and stronger without such relationship.

The scientific view does admit, however, that the race is largely
ignorant of the physiology of sex-nature and its proper direction. Science
further accepts the biologic origin of man as opposed to the strictly
scriptural view and consequently concedes the natural existence in the
human breast of primitive instincts and savage longings. Science also
realizes the presence of an atavistic or inherited but erroneous social
attitude as to sex-responsibility with its poor encouragement for increased
morality. Science is compelled therefore to confess the sad and humiliat-
ing social condition that even in this enlightened age, thousands of females
are condemned to suffering and death in order that an IMAGINARY
sex necessity and the polygamous sexual pride of the male be gratified.

The scientific view demands that the "instinct" conception of sex-
nature be corrected; that there be enlightenment and a serious and cour-
ageous effort on the part of the male for his own sake and in behalf of
the welfare of the race to strive for a modification of the savagery of the
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sex instinct in order that it may be directed along channels of safety
demanded by his modern environment. Science makes an appeal to him in
order that the venereal scourges, which are the result of promiscuity, be
eliminated as largely as possible. The individual owes this effort to the
sanitarians and hygienists of the world who are working heroically to rid
humanity of disease. Their work must always fall far short of success
unless the individual loyally cooperates in an effort to keep himself free
from the venereal infections. Medical discovery holds out faint hope at
present of the immunization of the race against the sex scourges and
therefore the battle must be largely fought out on moral and self-control
lines.

Having before it an ideal of a race free of disease, science indignantly
denies that theMOURnfuL figure conserves the "purity of the home";
in fact, holding an exactly opposite view, indicting the MOURNFUL figure
as an arch-polluter and destroyer of the race, since the seeds of her vice
are carried from her by the male to the marriage bed, mutilating and
destroying the chaste female and afflicting the innocent even unto the
third and fourth generation. MOURNFUL figure she is but more mourn-
ful is that blinded and indifferent social state that will not accept the
supreme necessity of proper education and guidance of the young in mat-
ters sexual, that will not endeavor slowly but surely to teach men that
the sex-capacity is primarily for reproduction and not for pleasure and
that the noblest right given to man is the right of reproduction; that
will not strive to impress on men that in its last analysis the human organ-
ism has but two chief functions, the preservation of itself and the per-
petuation of the species and that the species cannot be perpetuated health-
fully if the diseases of the MOURNFUL figure are to continue to pollute
humanity. When the male through persistent education admits finally
he has no physical, moral or social right by an act of deliberate volition
to drag a female into the slough of degradation for selfish gratification;
that he has no right to do a thing that may entail great suffering on him-
self and posterity; that if he is stronger than the female physically that he
is STILL the WEAKER entity, if MORALLY he is not the STRONGER:
that his claim of MANHOOD is indeed a sham if his manhood holds no
higher strength or aspiration than the pursuit and persistent effort to
overthrow the female sexually; that the sex-relation in its true and finest
significance means protecting, parental responsibility; then indeed when
men have learned these truths and endeavor to apply them, they will
have grasped THE ULTIMATE LAW of homogenus. Just as men observe
THE ULTIMATE LAW so will crime, disease, divorce, harmful industrial
pressure on women and children, degradation and general human ineffi-
ciency begin to show diminution. With a more intelligent knowledge of
the meaning of life, there will be released a vast stream of human kind-
ness and helpfulness that will radiate altruism into every avenue of the
social body. When the race shall endeavor even approximately to achieve
the moral ideals contained in THE ULTIMATE LAW, then will it have
perceived its high evolutionary goal and will have taken the road leading to
an ideal social condition which ever must be dreamed of and vigorously
striven for, even though its attainment be Utopian or in the far distant
future.



Some Sex Truths And Beliefs

Man cannot play "sneak" with nature.

The man who "keeps it up" will get hurt.

Whose sister? Whose blind child? Whose maimed wife?

Gonorrhea and leucorrhea are often one and the same thing.

Children should be taught to avoid the venereal infections as they
would a snake.

"Hygiene can do more for the suppression of crime than any l a w -
Hugo Munsterberg.

Dirt must be swept out of the human soul as it is out of the house
if one would be healthy.

"What man needs is not reform but regeneration.'*—Thomas R.
Marshall, Governor of Indiana.

The man who pulls down another man's daughter may expect to
have his own daughter pulled down. That's the law.

Syphilis and gonorrhea are traps for the ignorant and foolish.
Nature has no mercy on ignorance or folly.

There are 50,000 blind children in the United States. It is asserted
that gonorrhea is responsible for 12,000 of them.

The man who does not believe in educating young men in the sexual
life invites the destruction of his daughter. Is it not true?

"Science is bound by every law of honor to face fearlessly every prob-
lem that can be fairly presented to it."—Sir William Thompson.

Don't be too quick to blame your wife for sterility if you have been
infected. Try the physician's microscope as to your own condition.

Races that practice polygamy are the backward races of the earth;
those who practice monogamy are the strong and progressive races.

In cheaper houses of prostitution many of the inmates are infected
with both gonorrhea and syphilis. It is often a case of both "money and
your life."

Don't marry your cousin. I t is contrary to Indiana law and invalid.
Family intermarriages have a tendency to produce the deaf, imbeciles
and crippled children.

Women and children are the innocent and helpless victims of the
venereal diseases. There can be no higher honor in man than to protect
them from such infection.

"Pollute not thy lips with dirty stories."— Joaquin Miller. The
dirty sex story teller should be suppressed. Let him tell the story
to his own son and daughter.
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"No female should use a syringe, douche or any other instrument that
has been used by another female. Many sad cases of innocent infection
have resulted from such errors.

A young man may be sterile and not impotent. There is an important
truth concealed in this statment. Look up the meaning of the two words
and then talk to your physician.

Woman is the moral thermometer of humanity. She rises with the
moral standard of the male and falls as his standard falls. Wherever
prostitution is rife, the moral tone of men is low.

Don't use a public common towel if you can avoid it. Be specially
careful of contact with eyes and mouth. Use every precaution in public
toilets, protecting exposed parts by use of clean paper.

Stop the indiscriminate kissing habit. There are thousands of syphi-
litic mouths. Don't let strangers kiss your children in the mouth under
any circumstances. The less mouth kissing, all around, the better.

Every young man should make a confident of some reputable phy-
sician. Your troubles are nothing to what the average physician has
met with. Have no "false modesty" about it. Be brave and sensible.
Conceal nothing.

There is no more reason why the average healthy young woman
should be hauled off to a hospital a few weeks after marriage than there
is a necessity of a dispensary for cats. Man's ignorance and wickedness
is largely the cause.

"Syphilis" was. the name of a shepherd in an old Latin play. He
was cursed with an ugly disease for offending the Gods. The word means
"dear hog". Certainly the disease has proved a "dear hog" to an un-
fortunate humanity.

George Francis Train who originated and promoted the Union Pacific
railroad, finally became so "eccentric" he would not shake hands with a
man. Why? Most men wash their hands after visiting a toilet room.
Some do not. A gentleman always does.

Man here below is in prison to nature. If the prisoner learns and
obeys the prison rales the earth sentence becomes bearable and often
enjoyable. Confinement in the solitary cell of disease, pain and remorse,
is the consequence of disobedience of the prison rules.

Morally, it is assault and battery with intent to kill to infect a
female with gonorrhea. An enlightened public sentiment some day may
make it a statutory offense. A male has no more right to pass a venereal
disease to a female than he has to infect her with hydrophobia or small-
pox.

Clean out the sewers of humanity and the flowers will bloom above.
Enlightenment for both young men and women means that in a few

years America will give to the world the finest physical and noblest
intellectual specimans of manhood and womanhood in the history of the
race.



Men say: "Don't put all the blame on us. The women are just as bad
as we are". Adam again. But who generally takes the initiative in
immorality, who pays out cold cash for immorality, who supports the
brothel? Looks very much as if Adam cannot make out a very good case
against Eve.

The man who marries a pure woman and risks prostitutional exposure
may be proud of one distinction should he infect his wife—he has com-
mitted a wrong that would be scorned by the beasts of the field. An
animal when sick seeks to hide. Man alone deliberatly destroys those
nearest and dearest to him.

The man who places his sex function on a pedestal and secretly wor-
ships it—who makes sex gratification the chief object of existence—
totally misunderstands the purpose of his life. Social failure and the
gloomy misery of premature decay often bring home to him the bitter-
ness of his sad misconception.

"He goeth after her straightway as an ox goeth to the SLAUGHTER
or as a fool to the correction of the stocks." Read that wonderful chap-
ter VII of Proverbs. The great hospitals of today are necessary and
humane slaughter houses largely built for and sustained by the male and
female victims of venereal disease.

The child conceived at a moment when either parent is drunk is
likely to be an epileptic, imbecile or non-resistent victim of tuberculosis.
A woman who conceives while recovering from a severe illness is liable
to have a degenerate offspring. How important it is that parents
should carefully guard themselves in the reproduction of life.

A young girl should remember that there is just as much danger
from contamination as there is from maternity. The comparatively
strange young man met at the dance or in t he park may carry the possibility
of physical destruction, with him. The straight and narrow path is much
the better from a standpoint of health, morals and happiness.

Two young men may expose themselves with the same woman. One
may acquire gonorrhea and the other not. The reason advanced for this
is, that in the case where the male becomes infected, the gonorrheal germ
is thrown out by the female from the pus-filled ovary during-the orgasm.
In the case where the male escapes infection no orgasm occurred.

The sexual diseases differ from all other diseases in that they are
acquired generally by the male by an act of volition, that is, by deliber-
ately exercising the right of choice, the choosing to risk exposure. Correct
education as to sex nature means a more intelligent, control of the
will and the consequent gradual elimination of the sex scourges.

A woman may have syphilis and look as fair as a rose. The same
woman may infect a man who may die in two or three years. This same
woman, again may live for years as a trap for the unwary males. Medi-
cal scientists are not clear as to why the syphilitic germ has a different
pathological effect on woman from man—but it does act differently.

"Clean up inside and outside" is the new manhood slogan. One can't
be clean and touch the prostitute, street or brothel. They are living



Incubators of poisonous germ life. The day will come when a young man
with syphilis or gonorrhea will be ordered out of a business office or well-
ordered home as a walking pest, in danger himself and dangerous to others

Life is a game. To assure success, no point in the game can be over-
looked. Health is the first point in thegame. The youth whose vitality
is drained for a number of years by a gonorrheal gleet "cashes in" early,
for a drained vitality is no good in man fighting. Such a youth accepts
as his a portion of venereal slop in lieu of the really good things of later
life.

So-called health certificates in a house of prostitution are a delusion
and a snare. No public prostitute can long escape infection. A micro*
scopic examination might fail to reveal the germ, but it may be there
just the same. Antiseptics can not. reach it. The gonocoocus burrows
deep, but is thrown out in sexual excitement. In prostitutes it is usually
there ready to inflict damage.

Who would hunt lions and be a boy at 50 like Roosevelt? Who would
die past the age of ninety, a marvel of physical perfection, like Pope
Leo XII? It isn't on the map of venery to produce such men—the whole
category of sexual indulgence never produced a Roosevelt or Leo. Does
it pay to stay away from the prostitute and her foul diseases? What's
the use of asking such a question.

They are teaching the pathology of venereal diseases in open classes
of male and female students in the Leland Stanford University. Social
hygiene is taught in Vassar. No student has as yet withdrawn because
of shocked sensibilities. The instruction is being give in the schools of
Germany with hopeful results. Why not teach this vital matter in all
American schools at the proper age?

The sexual hog. the man who boasts of his sexual prowess, of his fic-
titious capacity to have sexual relations numerously and repeatedly, should
remember that he has a prostate gland at the neck of his bladder. When
that gland is abused by overwork, it not infrequently enlarges, shutting
off the proper passage of the urine. Decayed urine in the bladder means
slow, torturing poison and eventually death. Sometimes there is a dread-
ful surgical operation.

The sensations of hunger and sex desire are almost identical, show-
ing there to be a close sympathy bet ween the stomach and sex-organs nerve
centers. Physicians say this identity of sensation accounts for many
cases of sexual perversion, and sexual perversion often comes when the
male sex organs have been injured and weakened by gonorrhea, the
disease switching or cross-currenting the hunger and sex-desire nerve
centers. Think over the proposition!

The finest compliment that any young man can pay to his bride to
be is to place in the hand of her father or best friend a certificate of "free-
dom from communicable disease," given by a reputable physician. It
shows that the young man is "on the square." This should become a
national custom. No young man who has been infected should risk
marriage without the advice of a physician. A timely consultation of
this kind may save much future unhappiness



If young men could see the diseased vagina as the physician sees it
by electric light and microscope, they would not be so quick to throw
away the priceless heritage of good health for the privilege of contact with
the pus-poisoned genitals of the prostitute. No one has such a profound
respect for venereal disease as the physician who daily may come in con-
tact with infection. Observe him hasten for antiseptics after coming
into contact with infection. Hone of it for the wise physician!

Think of the millions that would be released for helpful things if
men were to surrender polygamous pursuit. Think of the millions that
are spent in the chase after sexual joys that turn to gaul and wormwood,
the millions that apparently are largely wasted as far as benefiting the
world is concerned. The courtesan will consume as much wealth in a
year as would aid many to a happier life. Then after it is all over, and
the man has had his "fun," it is universal experience that his reflection
must be "I was an ass!"-~and there is none to dispute the admission.

It will soon be impossible for any man to deceive his wife as to the
venereal infections. The Ladies' Home Journal with a million circula-
tion, have placed before the women of the country, definite informa-
tion on the subject. Other magazines treat the subject openly in their
columns. The future generation, of intelligent young women will be
fully conversant as to the results of infection. The poisoning of women
and children must come to an end. Soon society will not accept any
excuse for a gonorrheally blinded child or for the venereal debauchment of
the wife.

Young men ask: uWhy is circumcision advisable now and was not
necessary at an earlier period?" Biology answers that at one time the
human species was much lower in the animal scale than at present—per-
haps man crawled on hiss "hands and knees" or his four legs. He roamed
through forest and field, lived a wild rough life and the portion now
excised was necessary then to protect the part from injury. Now that
man lias risen to his "hind feet," with his head toward the stars and
his body protected -by proper clothing, circumcision often becomes an
hygienic aid and physical comfort.

Much of the bibliography used in the preparation of this pamphlet
was furnished by Dr. Homer G. Hamer, Indianapolis, Ind., secretary of
the Indiana Society of Social Hygiene. Many of the pamphlets consulted
are now out of print. Those who desire the latest writings in connec-
tion with the popular education of the people in sex matters should
address Dr. William T. Belfield, secretary Chicago Society Social Hygiene,
100 State St., Chicago, 111.. Dr. Prince A. Morrow, president American
Society of Sanitary and Moral Prophylaxis, New York City, or Journal
American Medical Association, Chicago, 111.

The burden of taxation to take care of social delinquents is steadily
growing. With the progress of civilization and the further acceptance
of the, principle that the weak must be looked after, this tax burden
bids fair to "become crushing.. A farmer gladly favors state appropria-
tions for scientific knowledge which will save his livestock, yet the profits
earned by such knowledge are wrested from the farmer in the way of tax-



ation to support human misfits. Has the time not come for an entire
reversal of st ate policy—to prevent disease instead of trying to cure it. 11
costs money to issue printed matter but the returns are of enormous
social and economic value.

A minor sexual erratum may be responsible for a boy's deficiency in
school. Mothers all over the nation should insist on medical examination
of school children. The physician must cooperate with the teacher and
parents in the future for the proper guidance of children. A medical
examiner attached to each school is a sort of child advisor for the neigh-
borhood. He is worth his weight in gold to any community. If he were
to save one blind child in a year, he would more than make his cost back
to the state, for it costs from $300 to $500 a year to maintain and edu-
cate a blind child. Mothers must take more public interest in the future
in matters relating to the physical welfare of their children. They can
bring about astonishing reforms if they will cooperate, agitate and
educate.

A young man has a deep-seated posterior gonorrheal gleet—hardly
noticeable, perhaps. lie gets married. The germ, half-starved and atten-
tuated from trying to live in worn-out, non-responsive tissue, is thrown
out from the husband. The bride becomes infected. She develops an
acute gonorrhea, since the germ transplanted to a fresh soil, gratefully
welcomes the change and comes to life with renewed and malignant
vitality. To his amazement, the young husband may acquire an anterior
infection or a "new dose" of gonorrhea. The husband becomes suspicious
and angry and accuses his wife of having infected him. Results: Tearful
denial, separation, divorce, perhaps hospital operation for wife, husband
seeks another bride to infect. Is humanity any better off for such
ignorance?

It is considered quite the proper thing to inform a young girl as to
the truths of her nature when she approaches the menstrual period. In-
telligent persons are convinced that such knowledge affords a valuable
safeguard for tho maiden in every way. But when a boy in approaching
a parallel critical period in his life—the period of emissions and erotic
(love) fancies—it is considered very bad form and ''dangerous" to give
him the slightest information. The lad is expected to stumble his way
into knowledge, to suffer and to die, perhaps, from the venereal poisons.
If moral and physiological instruction is good for the maid, why should it
not be good for the youth? No wonder President David Starr Jordan of
Leland Stanford university should remark sadly that probably one-third
of the young men of today are maimed for life before they get a good
start.

Many ask; "How did the venereal diseases originate?" They are
supposed to have originated from long violation of the laws governing
sexual purity. The cells of the venereal diseases are supposed to be per-
verted cells—that is, they were good cells originally but constant abuse,
filth and ignorance of or indifference to hygienic law, slowly changed the
types of the originally good cells to. debased cells until finally the cells
reached a type of permanent malignity, this transformation perhaps



requiring many, many years. This transformation is on the same princi-
ple of making a bad child out of a naturally good child by constant abuse
and poor environment. Social workers have records of certain families,
so debased, that they produce criminals and perverts for generations, not
a single member of such families for perhaps a hundred years showing
normality.

The professional, dyed-in-the-wool, polygamist with his overheated
brain, is continually on the search for excessive amativeness in the
female and mournfully deplores the fact that the "majority" of females
are not up to "expectation". This is a favorite excuse for divorce. The
polygamist does not understand that nature has wisely ordained a certain
degree of passivity in the great majority of females for both physiological
and moral reasons. Physiologically if the normal female were to be
filled with the persistent and excessive sexual desire demanded by the
polygamist, the sexual tract of the average male would soon be destroyed
by over work; morally if the female should be in a continual state of sex-
ual excitations there would be few virtuous women in the world and the
race would die out. Mature is much wiser in such things than most of
us suspect.

Isn't it time that America looks itself squarely in the eye in connec-
tion with this sex problem? Isn't it time there should be a little
common sense clear along the line? Is'nfc it time that some remedial
measures be attempted—the elimination of the pander play for instance.
Think of theatrical managers making money out of teaching men to
be vile, by presenting a drama apologetic for sex error or the drama that
encourages sexual wrong doing by sly indirection. Yet there are men
who put cocaine In catarrh snuffs to cure catarrh victims; put morphine
in medicine to cure morphine victims; put aphrodisiacs in gin to drive
negroes to sexual frenzy so that they will attack white women. The
theatrical manager who caters to sexual bestiality belongs to the same
class only he is worse for he strikes directly at national health by break-
ing down moral sentiment. Where the commercial fiend can ruin one,
bad teaching will ruin many.

Young women ponder: "Why does a young man often get tired of
his bride so quickly?" Biology answers: The polygamous instinct in the
male is largely responsible, for it must be known that the male once
roamed the hillside free and captured any female subject to her prowess.
The male has not quite gotten over the habit yet though the venereal
diseases have risen to cut short his career. The male often does not
understand his own nature or that of the female. His chief point is his
vanity and his pride in his sexual power constitutes not the least part of
this vanity. Possession breeds dissatisfaction—the other girl unpossessed
is perhaps just a little more desirable than his wife—so he thinks. He
aspires to be loved, and coddled by a bevy of females. He gives little
thought to the dignity or responsibility of the marriage relation. He
may admit its social and conventional necessity but maintains secret res-
ervations. When a man forswears the social, moral and physical right to
practice promiscuity, there is small danger of that man having much
domestic trouble for the average woman will stay "good and true" if



given half-encouragement. Its a great big subject but the uneradicated
polygamous instinct lies at the bottom of the divorce evil and divorce
can never be eliminated by law. Education of the sexes as to their own
natures will alone serve to modify the evil.

If it were possible to designate any one gland of the male body m
more important than another, it is possible the prostate gland might be
entitled to that physiological distinction. Specialized study of the pros*
tate is comparatively recent but enough has now been found out about the
gland to know that it is of extreme importance in connection with the
physical and mental stability of the male organism. Pathologic (disease)
disturbance of the gland is often accompanied by the most pronounced
disturbance of other functions. Mature has shown her great solicitude
for the gland by so placing it in the anatomy that its traumatic (blow)
injury is very rare. When the male is in an erect position the gland is
"directly between the legs" so to speak, where, for instance, a kick
neither from the rear nor the front, can reach it. Nature evidently placet
much higher store on the gland than on the testes which are so exposed
as to be susceptible of injury. That nature has a deep design In so hiding
and shielding the gland is now beginning to be perceived by venereal
specialists, for they note the evil results of its disturbance. There are
two things however that CAN reach the prostate gland—excessive inter*
course and the gonorrheal inflammation. Excessive intercourse is silly,
vulgar, brutal and destructive. Kept up persistently, injury is sure to
result to the gland from over work and many men suffer from an enlarged
prostate with its inconvenience and danger as the result of their folly.
But gonorrhea—the gonococcus—is the deadly enemy of the prostatt.
The inflammation gradually extending to the deep urethra involves tnfi
organ. Nature seems to resent this intrusion with the deepest indigna-
tion. Her carefully laid plans have been defeated—she flares up angrily
and woe to the victim! Dame Nature lays on the strap unmercifully.

Young men often ponder: "Why is it the race should be punished by
venereal diseases when such a strong passion awakens at a period whet
it is not feasible to contract the marriage relation from an economic
standpoint and when the body of neither the male nor the female is pre-
pared for reproduction?" Biology answers: Humanity was cradled in a
warm climate. It lived in such a clime perhaps for thousands of years
before venturing to colder lands. Life of all kinds matures more rapidly
in a warm than a cold climate. In the evolution of the race it is quite
likely that thousands of years ago, nature placed no bar against puberty
marriages. Again the conditions of life during the early period were
probably much more hazardous to the individual notwithstanding the
softer climate, than they are today. It is speculatively probable that
the average life of the male was much shorter then than at present, that
the male began to make his own living at the age of twelve,—perhaps
thitry years was an average long life then. In order to secure the per-
petuation of the species, it is probable nature found it necessary to awaken
the sexual instinct at an early age. This early awakening has been
retained though a large portion of the race now lives in the temperate
zone where life matures more slowly than in the tropical zone. It might
be that if the race were to live continuously in a cold climate for thous-



ands of years, perhaps sex awakening would be delayed until eighteen or
twenty years of age. However the awakening does come now at an awk-
ward time but it serves no useful end to lament over the conditions that
bar the possibility of safe sexual exposure. Mature is determined to per-
petuate the race and she has authorized the venereal scourges to force
the race into the reproductive relationship which is marriage or MON-
OGAMY. Nature apparently cares little for the individual though he
cares for himself and if he wants to live long in the land the Lord his
God has given him, he must accept the conditions as he finds them and
live up to nature's laws even if they are heartless or "brutal.8'

KINDLY ENCLOSE A TWO CENT STAMP IN SENDING FOR

THIS PAMPHLET TO PAY FOR COST OP MAILING

Let us then hear the conclusion of the whole mat-
ter. Fear God and keep His commandments, for
this is the whole duty of man.

For God shall bring every work into judgment
with every SECRET thing whether it be good or
whether it be evil.—Ecclesiastes, ch. 12, verses 13-14.

AND SO HE DOES



he Vampire
By Rudyard Kipling

A FOOL there was and be made bis prayer ;
(Even as you and II)

To a rag and a bone and a hank of hair
(We called her the woman that did not care),
But the fool he called her his lady fair

(Even aa you and I!)

Oh the years we waste and the tears we waste
And lie work j)f on head and hand
Belong to the woman who did not know
(And now we knovt ..hat she never could know)

And did not understand.

A fool there was and his goods he spent

(Even as you and I!)
Honor and faith and a sure intent
(And it wasn't the least what the lady meant),
But a fool must follow his natural bent

(Even as you and II)
Oh the toil we lost and the spoil we lost
And the excellent things we planned
Belong to the woman who didn't know why
(And now we know she mover knew why)

And did not understand.

The fool was stripped^to his foolish hide

(Even as you and IS)
Which she might have seen when she threw him aside—
(But it isn't on record the lady tried)
So some of him lived but the most of him died—

(Even as you and I!)
And it isn't the shame and it isn't the blame
That stings like a white-hot brand
It's coming to know that she never knew why
(Seeing at last she could never know why)

And never COIM ImOTrstand,
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